MODULE 4 ROAD SAFETY QUIZ – KEYS4LIFE ONLINE
Question and answers
Question 1
Which of the following statements is correct?





Vehicle X may overtake Y
Vehicle X must not overtake Y
Vehicle X may overtake Y, only in a 60km/h area

Question 2
Which of the following statements is correct?





Vehicle X must not overtake Y
Vehicle X may overtake Y, only in a 50km/h area
Vehicle X may overtake Y

Question 3
Which vehicle must give way?





Neither vehicle has to give way
Vehicle X
Vehicle Y

Question 4
Which vehicle must give way?





Vehicle Y
Vehicle X
Neither vehicle has to give way

Question 5
What is the speed limit where roads are under construction or repair?

20 km/h

The speed limit shown on the road works sign

40 km/h

Question 6
Is it legal for you to drive a motor vehicle at night with only one headlight working?

No

Yes, if the right-hand headlight is visible

Yes

Question 7
Who must give way?





Neither has to give way
Vehicle X
The cyclist Y

Question 8
What must you do before pulling out from a parked position at a kerb?

Check your mirror, blind spot and indicate before you pull out

Sound your horn

Adjust your passenger-side external mirror

Question 9
Which vehicle must give way?




Neither vehicle has to give way
Vehicle Y
Vehicle X

Question 10
Which of the following statements is correct?





Vehicle X gives way to both Y and Z
Vehicle Y gives way to both X and Z
Vehicle Z gives way to both X and Y

Question 11
Which vehicle must give way?





Neither vehicle has to give way
Vehicle X
Vehicle Y

Question 12
Which the following should you do before overtaking a long vehicle?

Follow closely behind the vehicle

Follow far enough behind the vehicle to have a clear view of the road ahead

Sound your horn

Question 13
What should you do if you are travelling slowly on a two-way road and there is a queue of vehicles behind you?

Keep well to the right so the queue of vehicles can overtake on the left

Keep to the middle of the road to prevent dangerous overtaking

Pull well over to the left to allow the vehicles to overtake you

Question 14
When should you switch your headlights on?

20 minutes after sunset

15 minutes after sunset

At sunset

Question 15
If a vehicle is overtaking you and there is not enough distance for it to complete the manoeuvre safely, what
should you do?

Sound your horn to warn of approaching danger

Slow down to let the vehicle move in front of you

Increase your speed to make the passing vehicle fall back behind you

Question 16
Which vehicle must give way?





Vehicle X
Vehicle Y
Neither vehicle has to give way

Question 17
Which of the following statements is correct?





Vehicle Y gives way to both X and Z
Vehicle X gives way to both Y and Z
Vehicle Z gives way to both X and Y
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Vehicle X must not overtake Y
Vehicle X must not overtake Y
Vehicle X
Vehicle X (note it is on a terminating road – a road that is coming to an end)
The speed limit shown on the road works sign
No
Vehicle X
Check your mirror, blind spot and indicate before you pull out
Vehicle X
Vehicle X gives way to both Y and Z
Vehicle Y
Follow far enough behind the vehicle to have a clear view of the road ahead
Pull well over to the left to allow the vehicles to overtake you
At sunset
Slow down to let the vehicle move in front of you
Vehicle Y
Vehicle Y gives way to both X and Z
When you are within 200 metres of a vehicle
Vehicle Y
Close to the left-hand side of the road

ANSWERS

Question 18

When should you dip your headlights?

When you are within 50 metres of a vehicle

When you are within 200 metres of a vehicle

When you are dazzled by the lights of an on-coming vehicle

Question 19
Who must give way?



The pedestrian X
Vehicle Y
Neither has to give way

Question 20

On an unmarked road, what position must your vehicle be in if you are not preparing to turn or overtake?

Any position, providing there is no traffic

Near the centre of the road

Close to the left-hand side of the road

